Abstract-The existing Chinese Minorities OCR system is mainly oriented in the "literacy" level, the script recognition has not attracted the attention it deserves, and the area of recognizing the kinds of Chinese minority scripts is still in a blank. The method of recognizing the kinds of Chinese minority scripts based on wavelet analysis and Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) is presented which adopts wavelet decomposition that obtains feature descriptor of wavelet energy and wavelet energy distribution proportion. Combined with the texture feature of Chinese minority scripts, and construct multivariate classification in Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN). By building a data set which contains Tibetan, Tai Lue, Naxi Pictographs, Uighur, Tai Le, Yi 6 kinds common Chinese Minority Script, Chinese and English 8 kinds in total, we take a test to the Data Set of Chinese Minority by means of method in this paper, and the result shows that the method in the paper outperforms the traditional Bayes and KNN classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of computer technology and the information processing on Chinese Minority Script has gradually matured. Such as the collaborative research by Northwest University for Nationalities and Tsinghua University on Tibetan character recognition [1] , the multi-speech (Uyghur, Kazak and Kyrgyz ) recognition by Xinjiang University [2] , the Mongolian recognition by Inner Mongolia University [3] and the NaXi pictographs information processing [4] [5] [6] ,all of these have made great progress. Script recognition is to judge the type of script in the text image-one of important research in automatic document analysis and information processing. The existing Chinese Minorities OCR system is mainly oriented in the "literacy" level, the script recognition has not attracted the attention it deserves, and the area of recognizing the kinds of Chinese minority scripts is still in a blank. This paper presents a method of recognizing the kinds of Chinese minority scripts based on wavelet analysis [7] [8] and Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) [9] [10] [11] .
II. DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM
Block-based DCT techniques are usually suffered from blocking artifacts at higher compression ratios (low bit rates). On the other hand, compressions based on Wavelet techniques provide substantial improvement in picture quality at lower bit rates. If f(t) is any square integrable function satisfying 
where the real variables a and τ are dilation and translation parameters, respectively, and denotes complex conjugation. The wavelet may be defined as 
The function, referred to as the mother wavelet, satisfies two conditions -it integrates to zero and is square integrable, or has finite energy.
In the wavelet transform, the window size in the time domain varies with frequency, i.e., longer time window for lower frequency and shorter time window for higher frequency. For image data, time-frequency plane concept becomes a space-frequency plane. The wavelet transform allows the spatial resolution and frequency bandwidth to vary in the space-frequency plane thereby results in achieving better bit allocation for active and smooth areas. For image compression using DCT one major difficulty is to choose the block size. The choice of the block size is a trade off between handling active areas and smooth areas of the image.
It is preferred to represent f(t) as a discrete superposition sum rather than an integral for digital image compression. Equation (3) now becomes ( )
Where a =2 k and τ =2 kl for discrete space with k and l both integers. The corresponding wavelet transform can be rewritten as 
The values of the wavelet transform at those a and τare represented by
The d(k,l) coefficients are referred to as the discrete wavelet transform of the function f(t). If the descretization is also applied to the time domain letting t = mT, where m is an integer and T is the sampling interval chosen according to Nyquist sampling theorem, then the discrete time wavelet transform is defined as ( )
and the inverse discrete time wavelet transform as
The decomposition of an image using discrete wavelet transform comprises of a chosen low pass and a high pass filter, known as Analysis filter pair. The low pass and high pass filters are applied to each row of data to separate the low frequency and the high frequency components. These data can be sub-sampled by two. The filtering is then done for each column of the intermediate data finally results in a two dimensional array of coefficients containing four bands of data, known as lowlow (LL), high-low (HL), low-high (LH) and high-high (HH). Each coefficient represents a spatial area corresponding to one-quarter of the original image size. The low frequencies represent a bandwidth corresponding to 0<ω<π/2, while the high frequencies represent the band π/2<ω<π. It can be possible to decompose the LL band in the same way up to any level, resulting in pyramid-structured decomposition as shown Fig 1. The LL band at the top of the pyramid containing approximate coefficients holds the most significant information and the other bands containing details coefficients have lesser significance. Thus the degree of significance is decreasing from the top of the pyramid to the bands at the bottom.
III. RADIAL BASIS FUNCTION NETWORK CLASSIFICATION

A. Radial Basis Function
A radial basis function network is a neural network approached by viewing the design as a curve-fitting (approximation) problem in a high dimensional space. Learning is equivalent to finding a multidimensional function that provides a best fit to the training data, with the criterion for "best fit" being measured in some statistical sense. Correspondingly, regularization is equivalent to the use of this multidimensional surface to interpolate the test data. This viewpoint is the real motivation behind the RBF method in the sense that it draws upon research work on traditional strict interpolations in a multidimensional space. In a neural network, the hidden units form a set of "functions" that compose a random "basis" for the input patterns (vectors). These functions are called radial basis functions [9] .
Radial basis functions were first introduced by Powell to solve the real multivariate interpolation problem. This problem is currently one of the principal fields of research in numerical analysis. In the field of neural networks, radial basis functions were first used by Broomhead and Lowe [10] . Other major contributions to the theory, design, and applications of RBFNs can be found in papers by Moody and Darken, Renals, and Poggio and Girosi [11] [12] . The paper by Poggio and Girosi explains the use of regularization theory applied to this class of neural networks as a method for improved generalization to new data. A radial basis function network is an artificial neural network that uses radial basis functions as activation functions. It is a linear combination of radial basis functions. They are used in function approximation, time series prediction, and control.
B. Radial basis function (RBF) networks architecture
Radial basis function (RBF) networks typically have three layers (fig 2) : an input layer, a hidden layer with a non-linear RBF activation function and a linear output layer. The output, : 
The Gaussian basis functions are local in the sense that 
i.e. changing parameters of one neuron has only a small effect for input values that are far away from the center of that neuron.
C. Normalized and Local linear models
In addition to the above unnormalized architecture, RBF networks can be normalized. In this case the mapping is
is known as a "normalized radial basis function". There is theoretical justification for this architecture in the case of stochastic data flow. Assume a stochastic kernel approximation for the joint probability density ( )
where the weights i c and i e are exemplars from the data and we require the kernels to be normalized ( ) 
The probability densities in the input and output spaces are ( ) (18) and, the expectation of y given an input x is ( ) ( ) ( )
where ( ) | P y x is the conditional probability of y given . The conditional probability is related to the joint probability through Bayes theorem ( ) ( ) ( )
e u x c x c
when the integrations are performed.
It is sometimes convenient to expand the architecture to include local linear models. In that case the architectures become, to first order, 
D. Interpolation and Function approximation
In a RBF network there are three types of parameters that need to be chosen to adapt the network for a particular task: the center vectors i c , the output weights i w , and the RBF width parameters i β . In the sequential training of the weights are updated at each time step as data streams in.For some tasks it makes sense to define an objective function and select the parameter values that minimize its value. The most common objective function is the least squares function ( )
where
We have explicitly included the dependence on the weights. Minimization of the least squares objective function by optimal choice of weights optimizes accuracy of fit. There are occasions in which multiple objectives, such as smoothness as well as accuracy, must be optimized. In that case it is useful to optimize a regularized objective function such as ( ) 
It can be shown that the interpolation matrix in the above equation is non-singular, if the points i x are distinct, and thus the weights w can be solved by simple linear algebra:
If the purpose is not to perform strict interpolation but instead more general function approximation or classification the optimization is somewhat more complex because there is no obvious choice for the centers. The training is typically done in two phases first fixing the width and centers and then the weights. This can be justified by considering the different nature of the non-linear hidden neurons versus the linear output neuron.
Basis function centers can be randomly sampled among the input instances or obtained by Orthogonal Least Square Learning Algorithm or found by clustering the samples and choosing the cluster means as the centers. The RBF widths are usually all fixed to same value which is proportional to the maximum distance between the chosen centers.
After the centers i c have been fixed, the weights that minimize the error at the output are computed with a linear pseudoinverse solution: Another possible training algorithm is gradient descent. In gradient descent training, the weights are adjusted at each time step by moving them in a direction opposite from the gradient of the objective function ( ) ( ) ( )
where ν is a "learning parameter." For the case of training the linear weights ij a , the algorithm becomes
, i i i a t a t v y t x t w x t c
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in the unnormalized case and ( ) ( ) (
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in the normalized case. For local-linear-architectures gradient-descent training is ( ) ( ) (
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For the case of training the linear weights, i a and ij e , the algorithm becomes in the normalized case and
1 ,
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in the local-linear case.For one basis function, projection operator training reduces to Newton's method.
IV EXPERIMENTS
A. Preprocessing
The script, character distance, row distance in different script images are always not the same, some of the original script block also may contain many spaces (such as in the majority of paragraph at the end), all of these factors pose difficulties for the script recognition, in order to eliminate these unessential. Factors, it is necessary to take the preprocessing before cript recognition. The main purpose of preprocessing is: (a) Regulate the pre- Recognition is nothing to do with the content, the script used to fill the space can abstracts directly from any part of the non-space samples in original script block.
B. Chinese Minority Script Feature Extraction
Minority character species identification mainly depends on the choice of two kinds of eigen vector, namely wavelet energy feature and wavelet energy proportion feature. First, three definitions must be given here, which of the Images' average energy, wavelet energy feature and wavelet energy proportion feature.
1) Average Energy of Images
Average energy of an N x N image is defined as:
( ) 
2) Wavelet Energy Feature
After frequency domain resolving on images we can get four detail sub graph, LL、LH、HL and HH. The average energy distributing on the k th-order wavelet decomposition in the detail sub graph is defined (47)-(50), where ELH (k) ，EHH (k) and EHL (k) are the multiscale wavelet feature of the images , defined as wavelet energy feature. The F d in the Eq. 50 is defined as wavelet energy feature vector [13] [14] .
3) The Ratio of Energy Proportion Wavelet energy feature include 3 chief apartment, Figure. 4 EIGHT TYPE OF SCRIPT IMAGE distribution proportion , respectively denoting the energy distribution proportion on k th--order wavelet decomposition in the detail subgraph HL、HH and LH . The above 3 features consist of F dp in formula 54, wavelet energy feature [15] [16] [17] [18] .
(54) Utilizing six kinds of Chinese Minority Script (Tibetan, Tai Lue, Naxi Pictographs, Uighur, Tai Le and Yi), English and Chinese to carry out the wavelet decomposition and the energy extraction. After that we can obtain the every type of scripts' multi-order wavelet energy feature and energy distribution proportion. It is vital to choose the k value in the wavelet decomposition. The classification will have a poor performance if the k value is too low, and the feature dimensions will be above the standard if the k value is too high so as to impact the recognition speed. On the basis of the experimental study we found that when k=2, in other words when we take the two-tier decomposition to extract F d and F dp , the feature can reach the requirement of correct classification. Fig.3a shows the 8 different types of scripts' horizontal characteristic curve in the first-order decomposition, and Fig.3b shows the 8 different types of scripts' wavelet energy distribution characteristic curve in the first-order decomposition.
C. Data
In order to verify the effectiveness of the method proposed in the paper, we choose Tibetan, Tai Lue, Naxi Pictographs, Uighur, Tai Le, Yi 6 kinds common Chinese Minority Script, Chinese and English 8 kinds in total to test. Owing to independence between language kind identification and the content in this writing, we compose a automatic generating program ,as it shows in Fig4., using random functions to generate the pictures of every language kind script, which are 640x640 gray levels. For practical application, We also scanned some publications that are written in Tibetan, Tai Lue, Hanzi, Naxi Pictographs, Uighur, Tai Le, Yi and English, and added the scanning pictures to sample database that consists of 40000 samples.
D. Experiment and result
In order to verify the effectiveness of the method proposed in the paper, we choose 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and 10% of the total data set separately as the training set, to be trained and tested by Bayes, KNN and RBF network respectively, obtaining the average identification accuracy, as it shows in table 1. When the decomposition scale of wavelet reaches 4, the highest identification accuracy is attained. Due to the enhancement of wavelet's decomposition scale, features' dimension is also increased by geometric series, and so does the time of training and testing. In practice, we find that it could meet the demand of China's minority language kind classification when the decomposition scale of wavelet reaches 4. As it shows in Fig5., the method proposed in this paper is superior to Bayes and KNN with the same features and sample set.
VII CONCLUSION
Recognizing the kinds of Chinese minority scripts is a very meaningful and difficult work. This paper studied this issue and presents a method utilizing wavelet decomposition on every kind of script images, extracting wavelet energy feature and the wavelet energy proportion feature from wavelet images, and then using the RBF network to recognize the different types of script images. The experiment shows that the method proposed in the paper can effectively identify the category information of the national minority characters and the average identification accuracy could achieve 94.95% when the decomposition scale of wavelet is 4.
